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Abstract
The proposed invention relates to a device for a container cleaning device comprising a vessel
for carrying cleaning solution for cleaning purpose, a body attached to the vessel for
supporting the device, brushes associated with the body for cleaning inner surface of the
container, a pipe connected to the vessel for transporting the cleaning solution for performing
the cleaning process, at least two gear boxes interlinked with the brushes and the vessel.
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1. Introduction

Water is considered as one of most essential basic need of all living objects. Not only
it quenches our thirst, but is also beneficial as far as cooking, personal hygiene, and
cleaning is concerned [1]. While it is true that water replenishes us and is useful in
removing toxin substances from our body, it also causes many illnesses if one consumes
water in its unclean form [2]. That is why it is mandatory to clean water reservoir
installed in our houses or work places after definite interval of time [3]. If the water
reservoirs are not cleaned properly after certain time it may lead to the formation of
algae around an internal surface and boundaries of the reservoir, thus infecting the water
[4]. Usually, water reservoir cleaning was performed manually using a cleaning
solution and using a scrubber or foam. To remove unwanted impurities and free the
reservoir surface from dirt, the surface to be washed was continually rubbed with the
scrubber [5].
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2. Working
The proposed invention relates to a water tank container cleaning device and a method for
cleaning container by eliminating unwanted chemical substances from bottom surface and
boundaries of the container with movement of brushes on the affected surfaces of the
container [6]. The pipe is connected to a vessel for transferring cleaning solution for
performing effective cleaning of bottom surfaces and boundaries of the container. A set of
brushes are associated with the body for moving the device to clean an internal surface of
the storage container [7]. At least two gear boxes are interlinked with each other and are
further coupled to the handle and the brushes for transferring power from the handle to the
brushes for movement of brushes along the surface of the container [8].

3. Result and conclusion

The device is designed for removing the unwanted substances such as algae formed around the
internal surface of the container. As algae act as a common culprit in water safety, and causes
harvested liquid supply to became unstable. With the up and down movement of the brushes
the device is helpful in eliminating unwanted substances from the internal surface of the
container to make stored liquid fit for personal hygiene
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